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Dear Members and Friends,

as the world is changing and political

agendas are aiming at green

transition and climate neutrality, the

Chamber, which has always dedicated

particular attention to Energy &

Sustainability, is continuously acting in

fostering cooperation and networking

between Italian and Cypriot companies

in the relevant sector.

In this particular regard in the June Smart

Talk we hosted SNAM, one of the leading

energy infrastructure companies in the

world, valued member of the Chamber

and a pioneer in the use of green

hydrogen.

Furthermore, the Chamber, will be

present at the OMC - Offshore

Mediterranean Conference and

Exhibition in Ravenna in September,

which will focus on "Rethinking Energy

Together, Alliances For A Sustainable

Energy Future“, important event that will

see also the presence of the Minister of

Energy, Commerce and Industry of

Cyprus Natasa Pilides that together with

a delegation of Cypriot companies will

join on 29 September in Rome a Business

Forum organized by the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce together with

the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and

Industry.

In general regard to the relevant

opportunities offered by Cyprus to Italian

companies in the energy field we are

also supporting together with the Italian

Trade Agency the Eastern Mediterranean

Conference and Exhibition (EMC

2021) that will be held in Nicosia in

November where we expect and

encourage an important presence from

the Italian Industry.

Then continuing our journey, meeting

important representatives of Institutions

and Industry, I'm really glad to announce

that the guest of our July Smart Talk will

be Marios Loizides of Bank of Cyprus, the

largest bank in Cyprus, that will give us a

general overview about the Cyprus

economy and the banking system of the

Country.

Stay tuned and enjoy the reading!
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European Commission Endorses Italy's €191.5 Billion 
Recovery and Resilience Plan.

On 22th June, Prime Minister Mario Draghi met

with President Ursula von der Leyen in Rome, in

the occasion of the European Commission's

approval of the National Recovery and Resilience
Plan named "Italy Tomorrow". The European

Commission has given a positive assessment to

Italy’s €191.5 billion NPRR, consisting of €68.9

billion in grants and €122.6 billion in loans. The

financing provided by the Recovery and

Resilience Facility, at the heart of Next

Generation EU, will support the implementation

by 2026 investment and reform to emerge

stronger from the COVID-19 pandemic. At the

end of the meeting, during the joint press

conference, Prime Minister Draghi stated, "This is a

proud day for our country. The visit of the

President of the EU Commission marks the green

light for the Italian NRRP. We have elaborated a

plan to make our country fairer, more

competitive and more sustainable in its growth".

The plan that embraces the green and digital

transitions aims to strengthen economic and

social resilience and the cohesion of the Single

Market. In particular, Italy will reform and

digitalise the public administration and the justice

system too, improving the business environment,

support its digitalisation and realize the green

transition with a large-scale energy-efficiency

renovation, sustainable mobility, while improving

education and training across the country.

Italy's plan devotes 37% of total expenditure on

measures that support Climate Objectives,

investing on Sustainable Mobility (€32.1 billion),

such as high-speed rail network, the extension of

cycle lanes, metros, tramways and zero-emission

buses, including the construction of electric

charging stations across the country and

hydrogen refueling points. €12.1 billion will be

invested in Energy Efficiency and Renovation of

residential buildings, while €11.2 billion are

allocated in Renewable Energy, including green

hydrogen, and Circular Economy (recycling,

reducing landfill waste and improving water

management).

The Commission's assessment finds that Italy's plan

devotes other 25% of its total allocation to

support the Digital Transition, including tax credit

scheme aimed at accelerating companies’

digital transformation (€13.4 billion), the

expansion of ultra-fast broadband networks and

5G connectivity (€6.7 billion), and digitalisation of

the public administration, thought investments for

a secure national cloud infrastructure (€6 billion).

Other key measures will reinforce Italy’s

Economic and Social Resilience, through

investments in Education and Labour Market (€26

billion), suppling childcare facilities, improving

active labour market policies as well as women’s

and youth participation. €3.7 billion are allocated

for reforming and modernizing Public

Administration (improving public procurement,

reducing late payments, removing barriers to

competition) and the Justice System, to reduce

the length of court proceedings.

The plan also enhances Social and Territorial

Cohesion, promoting the transformation of

vulnerable territories into smart and sustainable

areas, investing in infrastructure for the Special

Economic Zones in the Southern of Italy (€13.2

billion). Finally, €15.6 billion are allocated in the

Healthcare System, to improve the hospital and

to foster the use of telemedicine while reducing

territorial fragmentation.

The Commission approved Italy’s plan with 10 As

out of 11 parameters, and considered adequate

the control system put in place to protect the

European financial interest, providing sufficient

details on how national authorities will prevent

and detect conflict of interests, corruption and

frauds relating to the use of funds.

President Ursula von der Leyen said: “I am proud

that Next GenerationEU will help the Italian

people look to the future with confidence and

ambition. Now is the time to deliver.” The Council

will now have four weeks to adopt the

Commission's proposal to allow for the

disbursement of €24.9 billion to Italy in pre-

financing (13% of the total), while the Commission

will authorise further disbursements based on the

satisfactory fulfilment of the milestones and

targets.
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EU Parliament Plenary Approves 

“Climate Law”.

On 24th June 2021 the EU Parliament Plenary

Session gives green light to the European law for

the climate, so called Climate Law, with 442

votes in favor, 203 votes against and 53

abstentions, with strong support from the centrist

parties Renew Europe, the European People’s

Party and the S&D, after the informal agreement

reached with the Member States last April.

This law, explains a note from the European

Parliament, transforms the political commitment

contained in the Green Deal, aimed at

achieving climate neutrality in 2050 with a

zeroing of net carbon dioxide emissions, into

a binding target, paving the way for a policy

overhaul to cut planet-warming pollution faster.

The most important points of the climate law are

the reduction of at least 55% (compared to 1990

levels), the CO2 emissions by 2030; the EU

Commission will have to present a proposal for

an emissions reduction target by 2040 based on

various criteria, including the CO2

budget compatible with achieving climate

neutrality in the middle of the century; by 30

September 2023, and then every five years, the

EU Commission will assess the progress made

collectively by the Member States, as well as the

effectiveness of national measures; will be set up

a scientific advisory body on climate change to

monitor the implementation of the climate law.

The EU Parliament would have wanted an even

more ambitious target for cutting emissions (60%

reduction by 2030), but on this point no

agreement was found with the Member States

during the institutional negotiations.

Now, a rapid approval of the Climate Law is

expected by the Council. Then, in July, Brussels

will present some legislative proposals aimed at

accelerating the European Energy and

Environmental Transition towards the new 2030-

2050 goals.

By 2017, the EU had already reduced its emissions

by almost 22% compared to 1990, reaching its

2020 emission reduction target three years ahead

of schedule. Further steps have been taken in

December 2020, in line with the Paris Agreement,

when EU leaders endorsed a binding EU target for

a net domestic reduction of at least 55% in

greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 compared to

1990 – a substantial step up from the EU’s

previous 2030 target of cutting emissions by 40%.

In April 2021, the Council and the Parliament

reached a provisional agreement on the

European climate law which aims to set into law

the 2030 emissions reduction target. Finally, the

agreement was adopted by EU Ministers this

June.

In line with this policy is also the approval process

of the National Recovery and Resilient Plans

presented to the Commission by each Member

State. In fact, at least 37% of Next Generation EU

investments must be linked to the Green Sector.

Fighting climate change and achieving the

transition to a climate-neutral society will require

significant investments, research and innovation,

addressing various key areas, such as Energy,

Environment, Mobility and Transports, Regional

Policies and the Low-carbon Economy,

Sustainable Finance, Industrial Policies, Trade and

Sustainable Development.

International cooperation will play a relevant role

in this process, to carry out a shared actions.

In this particular field, the Chamber is promoting

several actions to acknowledge the Italian-

Cypriot Business Community to the relevant

opportunities that are emerging in the regard of

the EU Green Deal, interacting with several

Universities, Research Centres, Public Entities and

Companies that are involved in the green

transformation process, to foster an active

business network on the Italy-Cyprus axis.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is

engaged to support all the Italian and Cypriot

Companies that are seeking innovative and

relevant solutions to achieve the EU goals and

implementing new type of business in the

perspective of net-zero emission, through

constructive dialogues.
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Draghi: "Seven Billion Euros for 
the Promotion of Gender Equality“.

Italy's goal is to invest, by 2026, at least seven

billion Euros for the promotion of gender equality.

This was stated in a video-message by the Prime

Minister Mario Draghi speaking at the Women

Political Leaders Summit 2021 on Monday 21st

June 2021.

Women Political Leaders is a global network of

female political leaders that for years has set itself

the mission of increasing both the number and

the influence of women in political leadership

positions. "We strongly support the commitment

of Women Political Leaders to create a solid

network of international women. We want to help

female leaders around the world to foster the

emancipation of other women. This is our duty to

millions of young women and to our society as a

whole,” Draghi said.

“We are determined to increase the number of

girls and women who choose to study technical

and scientific disciplines,” continued Mario

Draghi. “We want to expand early childhood and

primary education services so that we can help

working mothers. We will allocate funds to

support female entrepreneurs and we will

introduce a conditionality clause to ensure that

companies hire more women", said the Premier,

specifying that in the last 15 years, Italy has

recorded the fastest growth rate in Europe

regarding the number of women present in

Parliament.

“In 2004, women represented only 9.9% of the

total number of Parliamentarians. Today this

percentage has reached 35.8%”, recalled

Draghi. "Our government boasts the highest

number of female Undersecretaries in the history

of Italy," added Draghi, recalling the

appointment of a woman as head of the

intelligence "for the first time ever".

For the Prime Minister, in any case, “these are

only the first steps”. Draghi stressed that Italy, as

the rotating presidency of the G20, will hold "a

ministerial conference on women's

empowerment for the first time" in the history of

the organization in August.

Furthermore, Draghi blasted discrimination

against women as immoral and short-sighted.

"Every day millions of young women learn, at their

own expense, that they cannot realize their

dreams," Draghi said.

"They have to suffer discrimination, sometimes

violent discrimination. They have to accept they

have to obey rather than choosing, just because

they are women. This situation is not just immoral

and unjust; it is also a short-sighted attitude. Our

economies are losing some of our best talents.

Our societies are letting the best leaders of the

future get away".

"We must ensure equality in labor market

conditions, close the gap in pay between

genders and increase the number of women in

positions of responsibility," sustained Draghi.

"We must strengthen our social-security systems in

order to help women's careers to develop. And

we must close the gap between the

representation of males and females in the

political world".

It is towards this goal of equality that the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce works closely in

order to achieve development and cooperation.
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Annita Demetriou, 
New President of the House of Representatives.

The Republic of Cyprus recently held elections for

a new House of Representatives on May 2021

and on 11 June, Annita Demetriou of the ruling

Democratic Rally (DISY) party was elected New

President of the House of Representatives at the

Presidential Palace in Nicosia, among six other

candidates (all male), with 25 votes out of the 56

seat parliament.

Moreover, Annita Demetriou is the country's first

woman President of the Parliament since the

island became an independent Republic in 1960,

representing a significant signals of a new era for

Cyprus politics, as her position is one of the

highest in Cypriot politics, second only to the

President. This was also the first time that a DISY

member was elected House President since the

establishment of the party 45 years ago.

President Nikos Anastasiades, particularly proud,

affirmed that “What’s most important is a strong

message is being sent out to all women of

Cyprus, to all citizens of Cyprus, that women can

and must strive for such positions because they

deserve them.”

Although Cyprus’ political framework is not

without a female representation, the ratio of

male to female representatives of the recently

elected Parliament is extremely unbalanced, as

there are only eight women as part of the

country’s 56-seat.

Despite this disparity, the new Parliamentary

Speaker said she would do her work with “with a

deep sense of responsibility” and “impartiality

and objectivity.”

Annita Demetriou, 36-year-old, had served as the

Parliamentary Secretary for five years before

winning her ballot. She was born in Troullos on 18th

October 1985, she studied Social Including

Political Sciences at the University of Cyprus, then

received a master’s degree in International

Relations as well European Studies from the

University of Kent.

She began her political career after being

elected with DISY to Parliament in 2016 in the

Larnaca Constituency, she has also been a

member of the Parliamentary Committee on

Human Rights and Equal Opportunities between

Men and Women, the Parliamentary Committee

on Education and Culture, the Parliamentary

Committee on Monitoring Development Plans,

and the Control of Public Expenditure and the

Parliament.

Prior to her election as a Member of Parliament,

she presented Capital TV main news bulletin on

weekends and worked at UCLan Cyprus

University as a Public Relations Officer, while

participating voluntarily in various organized

groups.

In the 2011 Community elections, she was

elected community councilor in Troullos with DISY.

becoming the first woman to be named to this

position. From 2013 to 2015, Annita Demetriou

was superintendent of the local council DISY

Troullon and in the period 2014-2016 she also

served as financial manager of DISY Larnaca.

On June 11, 2021, apart from DISY, Demetriou

was backed by Elam and DIPA in the second

round of election, passing the minimum

requirement if 22 votes, and taking 25. This was

also the first time that a DISY member was

elected House President since the establishment

of the party 45 years ago.

The idea of Presidency taking over by a woman

appealed all parties, even though they did not all

voted for her. Neither Akel nor Diko could have

voted for Demetriou, but with their stance, they

assisted her election.

Although Annita Demetriou has one term

parliamentary experience, in her five years in the

House she has come across as a moderate,

measured and sensible deputy. She will surely

bring all these qualities to her new position,

acting with the impartiality expected from her

role.

June 11, 2021 will be remembered as an Historical

Day for Equality in Cyprus. Warm Congratulations

and Best Wishes from Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce to Annita Demetriou, the first woman

Speaker of the House of Representatives!
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The Energy Transition Passes Through Green Hydrogen. Sicily 
and Cyprus bid to be High-Tech Islands.

The European Commission's main mission

continues to be its commitment to climate

change and, despite the Covid-19 crisis, it was

decided to accelerate the interim targets,

raising the 2030 emissions reduction target from

40% to 55% relative to the 1999 baseline,

focusing on two key implications.

The first concerns investments, which are

articulated in the funding stream generated by

the Next Generation EU, in which 37% of NPRR

investments must be linked to the Green sector,

and 30% of debt issues with the Green Bond

instrument. To these are added funds from the

European Investment Bank and the National

Promotion Banks & Institutes, (Cassa Depositi e

Prestiti in Italy). In addition, Europe is committed

to attracting private capital, which is essential for

energy transition.

The second implication concerns the rules, on

which the Commission is in the process of

drafting new fundamental rules: a new

Regulation on renewables, a new Regulation on

CO2 emissions, the revision of energy taxation

and the proposed “carbon border adjustment

mechanism”, which consists of a carbon tax that

will be applied to imports of certain goods from

non-EU countries.

For the energy transition, in line with European

objectives, Member States such as Italy and

Cyprus are also pursuing important policies as

indicated in the National Recovery and

Resilience Plans. The adoption of Green

hydrogen, obtained by electrolysis, which uses

renewable electricity to separate water into

hydrogen and oxygen without producing CO2,

could be a game changer for the energy

transition. Sicily is a candidate to host the

National Hydrogen Centre, in which the island's

role should be to provide support for the

construction of electrolysis plants powered by

renewable sources, and the promotion of

research activities in the field of sustainable

mobility. A study for SNAM suggests that the

Peninsula could become a "bridge" for

transporting green hydrogen between North

Africa and the rest of Europe, using the

infrastructure already in place for gas

distribution, as well as using the resource for

transport, industry and heating, with fewer

emissions and 540,000 new jobs by 2050.
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Sicily could become a European hydrogen hub

and Italy a leader in clean energy production to

be exported throughout Europe.

A new scenario for hosting high-tech hydrogen is

also opening up for Cyprus, as the national 2020-

2030 strategy envisages an increase in demand

from both infrastructure and the transport sector.

It is worth mentioning in this regard the

interventions of the Deputy Minister of Shipping in

the Smart Talk of the Chamber in January in

which he presented the new green incentives

for ships that demonstrate that they are aiming

at decarbonisation, as well as the intervention of

the Minister of Energy Natasa Pilides in the Smart

Talk in March in which she reiterated Cyprus'

commitment to invest in renewable energies,

including hydrogen and off-shore technologies.

In this regard, the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce hosted in the monthly Smart Talk on

24 June Alessandra Pasini, Chief Financial

Officer and Chief International and Business

Development Officer of SNAM SpA, one of the

world's leading energy infrastructure companies,

which in May launched Open Innovation

Snaminnova, a programme that which will be

developed over several years with the aim of

strengthening the company's innovative

capacity for energy transition, digital

transformation and the growth of the innovation

ecosystem to the benefit of the country.

The Chamber's Smart Talk has been an

opportunity to have insights with particular

reference to renewables and green hydrogen

and the relevant opportunities for the Industry.
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Alessandra Pasini, CFO & International & Business Development 
Officer and Mario Franchin, Senior Vice President Commercial 

Global Solutions of SNAM S.p.A., Guests of June Smart Talk.

It was held on June 24th the Monthly Smart

Talk organized by the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, which saw as guest Mrs. Alessandra

Pasini, Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and Chief

International and Business Development Officer
of SNAM and Mario Franchin, Senior Vice

President Commercial Global Solutions of SNAM,
which was particularly focused on Energy

Transition, Green Energy and related

opportunities in the Mediterranean Area.

After the introductory greetings by the President

of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce Giuseppe Marino, the discussion was

moderated by Mr. Constantinos Taliotis, Partner of

PWC Cyprus in charge of the Energy Team.

The Smart Talk was enhanced explaining the role

of SNAM, one of the biggest Italian company as

well as one of the few that are in the global elite

of energy firm, which had in the last eight years

an important international expansion, recently

entering in Abu Dhabi and Greece’s market,

other than establishing their business unit in China

and in the U.S.

The guests underlined that SNAM’s core business

is funded on the three pillars of security, energy

transition and energy efficiency, paying

particular attention to the costs containment. In

the new era of renewables, SNAM believes that

this is a great opportunity for companies in this

sector as the industries will move to a substantial

reduction in the use of fossil fuels and Europe is

leading in this process.

Furthermore, Cyprus and its neighbor’s countries

such as Israel and Egypt are dealing with a huge

amount of energy resources. One of them is LNG,

which will play an important role in the

decarbonization. Cyprus, Israel and Egypt have a

strategic geographical position and additionally

they have their own gas, so with the new

discoveries, they can be more competitive, and

build physical pipelines to connect different

countries to exploit and monetize their resources.

The Cyprus National Energy and Climate Plan for

2021-2030 is implementing new strategies to

modernize and liberalize the energy and

electricity markets, and in this regard is

fundamental the digitalization.

SNAM has supported Italy in this process, investing

6.7 Billion Euro to adopt a completely smart

system in their network, and, based on their

experience, they have a full capability to

support other countries that modernize their

networks and infrastructure.

Finally, the Smart Talk gave some insight of the

green hydrogen and its related technology,

which will play a relevant role in the energy

transition as the EU Green Deal and above all

the National Recovery and Resilient Plan. SNAM

is a global leader in this field, pioneering in the

sector as they created a dedicated business unit

on hydrogen. Nowadays already 70% of their

network is ready for hydrogen and they will

invest 7.4 Billion Euro between 21021 and 2024 in

this sector, focusing also on internationalization.

The conclusions of the meeting were left to the

Vice President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce Federico Franchina, who highlighted

how the current phase of energy transition can

be a leverage for the implementation of new

technologies, representing a great opportunity

for Cyprus and the whole Eastern Mediterranean

area.
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The Italian peninsula, which has a historical

maritime tradition due to its geographical

characteristics – if think of the Four Maritime

Republics and the hegemonic power of Venice

in the global maritime trade that at the height of

its expansion, between the 13th and 16th

centuries, it also ruled the Peloponnese, Crete

and Cyprus, most of the Greek islands, as well as

several cities and ports in the eastern

Mediterranean – still maintains nowadays a

nautical vocation. In 2020, the Italian nautical

industry had registered a turnover that is about to

reach 5 Billion Euros, contributing to GDP more

than 2.2%.

The sector, which valued 6,20 Billion Euro in 2006,

recorded a significant shrink in 2009 during the

global economic crisis, but since 2014 an

important growth has begun and has

accompanied the sector for a long time. The

incensement exceeded 18% in 2016 compared

to the previous year and +12% in 2020 compared

to 2019.

Furthermore, the Nautical Industry contributes to

the national employment with over 23,510 direct

employees, which becomes more than 180,000 if

we consider the whole supply chain, and has

registered an export of over 3 Billion Euros in 2019.

The USA is the main Italian customer recording

344,5 mln Euro import in 2019, followed by

Cayman Island (278 mln Euro in 2019), Malta

(248,5 mln Euro in 2019) and France (236,2 mln

Euro in 2019). Source: Confindustria Nautica –

Fondazione EDISON.

For what specifically concerns Cyprus, the total

import of goods for the Shipping sector in 2019

recorded a trade value of 1,23 bln Euro, while

from Italy the island imported in 2019 goods for

the value of 197 mln Euro of ships, cargo (37 mln

Euro), pleasure boating (18 mln Euro), for a total

value of import form Italy of 252 mln Euro. In 2019,

Italy was the second exporting country towards

Cyprus for pleasure boating, with a share of 27%

(Euro 18 mln of 66 mln Euro total), after U.K. that

exported 28% of the total, and it is followed by

France that exported to Cyprus 9% of the total.

The Italian export market to Cyprus has registered

a growth of 40% in 2019 compared to the

previous year (+ 5 mln Euro compared to 2018).

In fact, in 2018 the Cayman Island exported to

Cyprus 57% of the total shares, followed by

Panama (28%), U.K. (2,24%) and Italy (2,06%).

Source: Statistical Service of the Republic of

Cyprus.
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The Italian Pleasure Boating Industry is among

the protagonists of the excellence of Made in

Italy, together with the Design Industry, the Wood

Furnishing Industry, and the Renewable Energy

Sector, as reported by a research and survey

carried out by the Symbola Foundation. The

report highlights the extraordinary performance

of this Italian sector in the world, recognised as a

true excellence and highly appreciated

worldwide. Italy is the leader in terms of trade

balance, with more than 2 Billion Euro (2.2 bln

U.S. $), ahead of the UK (U.S. $ 1.5), the

Netherlands (U.S. $1.4), Germany (U.S. $0.7) and

Poland (U.S. $0.5), and is among the largest

exporters, second only to the Netherlands,

ahead of the UK, the USA, France and Germany.

The Made in Italy Boating Industry has a global

turnover of 4.78 Billion Euros, of which 1.64 Billion

in the domestic market.

Finally, another aspect to highlight that

characterise the Made in Italy is the particular

attention to the green theme and sustainability:

about one in three companies in Italy invested in

green products and technologies in the period

2015-2019. According to the report, Italy is in

second place for exports of green products and

can play a key role, both in terms of growth and

economic competitiveness, in the challenge of

the green transition.
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Pleasure Boating,
a 5 Billion Euros Industry in Italy.

Contribution of the sector to the Italian GDP. 

Source: Confindustria Nautica. Fondazione EDISON 2020.

Italian Nautical Industry Turnover. Source: Confindustria Nautica. 

Fondazione EDISON 2020.
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The first National Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence has

been set up in Messina thanks to the contribution

of the National Research Council (CNR), several

prestigious Italian Universities, including

the University of Messina, and the C.O.T., a

Polyspecialist Institute in Messina, the only SME

involved in the project.

This is a prestigious achievement for C.O.T.,

whose management team, led by Dr. Marco

Ferlazzo, authoritative member of the Advisory

Board of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, has led the company to distinguish

itself in the private healthcare sector by

dedicating resources to the most advanced

research.

The National Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence

(www.PhD-AI.it ) aims to prepare researchers, at

the moment with two three-year cycles (2021-

2024 and 2022-2025) and 225 co-funded

scholarships and further 49 financed by the

organisations involved, to meet the needs of a

society that is changing and transforming

digitally. The project stems from the desire to

bring together 55 universities from all

geographical areas of the country, three public

research bodies (INFN, INGV, INDAM), and three

private organisations, including C.O.T. of Messina

(Istituto Clinico Polispecialistico Cure

Ortopediche Traumatologiche

S.p.A.), Fondazione Bruno Kessler and the Human

Technopole, to offer – with the contribution of

interdisciplinary profiles such as computer

scientists, engineers, mathematicians,

bioengineers, physicists and jurists, and thanks to

the collaboration of various excellences – five

working areas to address issues such as

technology transfer and AI adoption by

companies.

The role of C.O.T. is included in the Health Area of

the AI Ph.D., and this programme will be

launched with the involvement of the Research

Unit of the Campus Bio-Medico University of

Rome (a leading university of the project

together with the Polytechnic of Turin, La

Sapienza of Rome, the Federico II of Naples and
the University of Pisa) in “Advanced Robotics and

Person-Centred Technologies”.

Dr. Marco Ferlazzo, President and CEO of C.O.T.,

affirms that it is a great prestige for the institute to

be the only Italian SME among the partners of the

first Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence.
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The common financed research theme of the

Ph.D. regards the cognitive and motor

rehabilitation of patients affected by autism

spectrum disorders or by pathologies linked to

cognitive degeneration, through the use of

robots equipped with AI algorithms. In particular,

C.O.T., as leading partner, will provide Ph.D.

students with its experience in the field of sensors

and deep learning, developed through funded

research projects such as TOTEM (Total

Ergonomic Measurement Platform), PLATFORM

(Materials, Processes and Advanced

Technologies for the implementation, monitoring

and functional validation of osteotomy

interventions) and ShowMotionHome4COVID.

Furthermore, Flavio Corpina, Managing Director

of C.O.T., who developed the project together

with Giovanni Pioggia, Head of the Messina

branch of IRIB-CNR, explains how the project is

the culmination of a long process of relations,

research, and comparison. What characterises

this project, in particular, is the direct impact on

the National Health Service, enhancing human

capital, and the innovation ecosystem; at the

same time, it will have an indirect impact on the

entrepreneurial system, implementing paths of

excellence in prevention, diagnostic-

therapeutic and rehabilitation, in the thematic

areas concerning cellular, molecular and

genetic mechanisms of pathophysiological

processes, applications of basic research in

preventive diagnostic and therapeutic fields,

epidemiology, neuroscience, biomedical

engineering, rare diseases, and

biomathematics.

The President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, Giuseppe Marino, congratulating

Dr. Ferlazzo and the entire staff of the

associated company C.O.T., hopes that the

international scope of this initiative will also

provide an important impulse to the

development of the various projects of which

the Chamber is promoting, with the aim

to strengthening relations between Italy and

Cyprus by working on models of excellence that
combine Healthcare and Innovation.
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C.O.T. alongside CNR and Universities for the first 
National Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence.
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Recovery Plan, Focus on Tourism and Culture.  Valerio 
Valla, Guest Speaker at Associazione Civita Conference.
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The event continued with the contributions

of Vincenzo Amendola, Undersecretary of State

for European Affairs, and of Domenico De Masi,

Labour Sociologist and Professor Emeritus of the
La Sapienza University of Rome.

Culture and Tourism represent for Italy and other

European countries an excellent driver of restart,

development and quantitative growth. For these

reasons, these sectors constitute a significant

part in resources’ allocation in the Italian PNRR

(3.5% of the total, equal to 6.68 billion Euro),

aiming at digitalisation, but also at the

rediscovery of human capital, an essential factor

for cultural dissemination.

The Chamber, promoter of several initiatives in

this field, is working on the creation of new

synergies to further strengthen the relations

between Italy and Cyprus in the field of cultural

development, providing interesting impulses and

opportunities in the field of cultural experiences

supported by new Technologies, such

as augmented reality or digital museums.
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Below: Mr. Valerio Valla, Advisory Board Member of the Chamber, Mrs. Simonetta Giordani, Mr. Gianni

Letta and Mr. Domenico De Masi.

It was held on May 31 the conference organised

by the Associazione Civita, which hosted Valerio

Valla, CEO and Founder of Studio Valla

European Consulting and expert in local

development, EU programmes and structural

funds, also valued Member of the Advisory

Board of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of
Commerce.

The event focused on “Recovery Plan, Tourism

and Culture: comparing the plans of the main

European countries”, offering interesting insights

of the National Recovery and Resilience Plan

and the lines of investment proposed by the

Government to relaunch the cultural sector.

After the institutional greetings of Gianni

Letta, President of the Associazione Civita,

and Paolo Gentiloni, European Commissioner for

Economy, the meeting was moderated

by Simonetta Giordani, Secretary-General of the

Associazione CIVITA, and continued with a

presentation of Valerio Valla who illustrated the

different funding plans offered by countries that

consider culture and tourism as one of the pillars

of economic development, as the case of Italy.
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Operative Meeting with the Embassy of Italy to 
Cyprus.
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An important operative meeting was held on

15th June between the President of Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce Giuseppe
Marino and the Ambassador of Italy to Cyprus

H.E. Andrea Cavallari, together with the First
Secretary Ernesto Pianelli.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss

the upcoming joint activities with the Embassy in

the various sectors and was also the occasion to

receive the celebration booklet for Sixty Years of

Diplomatic Relations between Italy and Cyprus.

The President of the Chamber reiterated to the

Ambassador the commitment to contribute to

further develop and strengthen the relations

between Italy and Cyprus acting in close

cooperation with the Embassy and also with the

Italian Trade Office in charge for Cyprus based

in Beirut. In this regard in addition to the

collaboration for the upcoming Eastern

Mediterranean Conference scheduled in

November in Nicosia was reiterated the

commitment to work together on all the

promotional initiatives aimed to support the

economic and commercial development of the

Italian companies in Cyprus and in the area in

the different sectors.
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Planning Meeting between the 
Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce and Bank of Cyprus.

It was held on Wednesday 16th June an

important planning meeting of our President

Giuseppe Marino with Marios Loizides, Head of

Business Development Global Corporate

Banking of Bank of Cyprus, and also valued

Member of the Advisory Board of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce.

The purpose of the meeting was aimed to

discuss tools of support and cooperation of Bank

of Cyprus for the Italian companies in the various

sectors discussing also the current economic

framework of the country and the related

perspectives in the coming months.
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Participatory Financing – Crowdfunding.
By KEBE.

An alternative way of financing businesses that helps reduce their dependence
on banks.

You have an idea for the development of an

innovative product or service, you have

prepared your business plan and you are sure of

success! Enthusiastic, you arranged a meeting

with financial institutions to raise funds. "Sorry but

your idea is very advanced, the Cyprus market is

still immature and the success rate is low", is such

a disappointing answer familiar to you?

Access to finance is one of the most common

problems faced by small and medium-sized

enterprises, a phenomenon faced even more by

start-ups, even though countries around the

world include innovation in their development

policy portfolio. As the GEM National Report

2017/2018 research shows

(https://www.gemconsortium.org/economy-

profiles/cyprus-2), among the pillars that need

empowerment to stimulate entrepreneurship in

Cyprus is that of Finance, at which point the PRE-

SEED, SEED and INNOVATE business innovation

programs of the Research and Innovation

Foundation are an important tool for economic

growth. At the same time, this research suggests

promoting other forms of funding such as

‘Crowdfunding’.

As part of its efforts to improve access for

investors and businesses to new sources of

funding, the European Commission is promoting

Participatory Financing, known as Crowdfunding.

For this purpose, it has prepared a guide for SMEs

which explains in detail the specific institution

(https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/102

29/).

But what is Participatory Financing (PF)? In very

simple words it is about the financing of projects,

ideas and companies by a large number of

people through an online platform. In 2019, the

size of the global FX market was $ 13.930 million,

and is expected to reach $ 39.790 million by the

end of 2026

(https://www.marketwatch.com/press-

release/crowdfunding-market-size-2020-top-

companies-report-covers-industry-outlook-

kickstarter-indiegogo-gofundme-cost-effective-

impact-2020-update-2020-07-23).

How does Participatory Financing work?

The main "players" in PF is the owner of an idea or
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project or business, the public / investors and

the platform. Examples of such platforms are

Indiegogo and Kickstarter. The Owner organizes

a fundraising campaign through the online

Platform and the Public invests in return.

Depending on the type of PF, the consideration-

benefit of the Public in this process also varies.

The main types are those of lending, reward,

donation, issuance of shares and securities.

Benefits of Participatory Financing

In addition to the financial benefits, PF provides

other benefits. As an Owner, you are

immediately interested in finding out if others

share your appreciation for the value of your

idea and how willing they are to contribute to it.

At the same time, you are addressing a huge

number of people through whom you can

create a reputation and interest even before

your product/service reaches the stage of

production/development, as well as receive

useful comments and ideas for their

improvement.

Institutionalization of Participatory Financing

In January 2020, the Cyprus Securities and

Exchange Commission (CSEC) issued Directive

ΟΔ87-10 on the ‘Provision of Participatory

Financing Services in exchangeable values (eg

shares or securities). Pursuant to this Directive,

Cypriot Investment Services Providers (CISP)

have the ability to apply to the ECC and

provide PF services acting essentially as PF

Platforms with the issuance of securities

exclusively. The CSEC expects that its

supervisory initiative will enhance investor

protection and reduce the risks associated with

PF. This Directive is in line with the EU's efforts to

legislate the PF, setting out a new regulatory

framework for the operation of the PF platforms,

making it easier for them to provide their

services throughout the EU. Cyprus – Italy

Business Association together with Italian Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce in Cyprus are actively

promoting the PF within the digital platforms

and through events where the topic is raised

and discussed at the governmental level. Both

organizations are looking for partners within the

business communities of both countries in order

to assemble PF platforms to boost revitalization

of the economy in Cyprus and Italy.
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The millennial charm of Cyprus, the heart of the

Mediterranean and a bridge between East and

West, is the protagonist of the international

exhibition “Cyprus. Crossroads of civilizations”,

which will be held from 29 June 2021 to 9 January

2022 at the Royal Museums of Turin, created in

collaboration with the University of Turin and

curated by Luca Bombardieri, professor of

Cypriot Archaeology at the Turin University, and

Elisa Panero, curator of the archaeological

collections of the Royal Museums. It is a unique

opportunity to let yourself be conquered by one

of the most mysterious Mediterranean islands,

whose charm is still unchanged today: the

mythical cradle of Aphrodite, born from the foam

of the Cypriot sea, the island of crossroads, trade

and landing of different cultures, in which the

modern conception of the Mediterranean world

is formed.

The exhibition is outlined around the most

important Italian collection on Cyprus, the one of

the Royal Museums of Turin, to date largely

unpublished, and will be enriched by unique

loans for the first time in Italy from illustrious

foreign institutions, including the British Museum in

London, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New

York, the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, the

Medelhavsmuseet in Stockholm, the

Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna and the

Cyprus Museum in Nicosia.

The Cypriot collections of the Royal Museums of

Turin constitute an almost unique nucleus in the

panorama of the great European museums. The

Museum of Antiquities of Turin in fact has more

than 1,000 exhibits, the result of donations made

since 1847 under the consul of the Kingdom of

Sardinia Marcello Cerruti and, above all, thanks

to the excavations conducted by Luigi Palma di

Cesnola, American Consul in Cyprus, but born in

Turin. This collection is comparable in scientific

importance and variety to the great collection of

the Egyptian Museum of Turin, of which it

represents an ideal Mediterranean counterpart.

At the same time, the Turin collection constitutes

the alter ego of the Cypriot collection set up by

Luigi Palma di Cesnola at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art in New York, as first director.

The exhibition is modulated on a path that starts

from the XVIII-century collections in Turin and

Europe, outlining the cultural context that led to

the formation of the collection of the Museum of

Antiquities.
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Through seven thematic sections, which allow

visitors to frame the archaeological materials in

the history and myth linked to the island, the

narrative returns to the Savoy capital with the

most recent updates and research lines of current

scientific archaeology.

Much space will also be dedicated to

collaborations with Turin institutions such as the

Egyptian Museum, the Academy of Sciences, the

Historical Archive of University's, the Museum of

Anatomy, the Museum of Anthropology and

Ethnography, and the Museum of Camillo Leone

di Vercelli.

General Luigi Palma di Cesnola, American Consul in Cyprus

1865–1877.
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“Cyprus: Crossroads of Civilizations” the Exhibition at the 
Royal Museums of Turin.
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EMC Eastern Mediterranean Energy Conference
and Exhibition taking place in Nicosia, Cyprus,

from 10 to 12 November 2021, has confirmed that

it will take place under the auspices of the Ministry

for Energy, Commerce and Industry, and with the

support of the Ministry of Agriculture, Rural

Development and Environment of Cyprus. With so

many exciting new discoveries in the Eastern

Mediterranean basin, the strategically located

island of Cyprus is poised to become a

sustainable gas, offshore and energy partner for

its European partners.

"Cyprus is fully committed to transitioning to a

green, circular economy, leveraging on

sustainability and the use of renewable energy

sources to achieve long-term sustainable growth,"

Natasa Pilides, Minister for Energy, Commerce

and Industry said. "Regional partnerships are key

to achieving our mission, since it is only through

collaboration with our neighbors and partners that

we can lift Cyprus's energy isolation. This helps

make the best possible use of our natural

resources in a sustainable and responsible way,

while also investing in skills and technologies of the

future which can increase the competitiveness

and attractiveness of our region as a whole."

She continued: "I am confident that we can build

on the already excellent collaboration with

existing and future partners in order to achieve

our mutual objectives. I hope to welcome you all

in person in November 2021 when Cyprus will host

the Eastern Mediterranean Conference &

Exhibition in Nicosia."
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Eastern Mediterranean Energy 
Conference and Exhibition 2021.

About EMC

EMC 2021 has support from the entire oil & gas

and energy experts in Cyprus and the Eastern

Mediterranean region. The event has generated

a great degree of industry interest as the

essential platform for domestic and international

energy stakeholders and investors looking to

meet, engage, share ideas and create new

partnerships: 3,000 participants, 150 exhibiting

companies, 900 delegates, 28 technical

sessions, 20 company presentations, six plenary

sessions are the figures of an announced

successful event.

The exhibition will welcome companies

operating in the following sectors: Oil & Gas,

Midstream & Shipping, Renewables & Power,

Natural Gas, Energy Transition.

Attend EMC to discover and be part of the

many opportunities across the region. Find out

more about participating on www.emc-

cyprus.com

If you are interested in attending and you want

to know more about the special contditions

dedicated to the members of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce just send an email to

info@camcomitacipro.it
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EMC 2021 confirms it will be held under the Auspices of the Ministry of Energy,
Commerce and Industry, and with the support of the Ministry of Agriculture, Rural
Development and Environment of Cyprus.

Thousands of industry leaders and innovators will converge in November to drive the
industry to a more sustainable future
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On 22-23 June, the board of the ICS-International

Chamber of Shipping, appointed Emanuele

Grimaldi as President, who will be formally

elected by the General Assembly next June 2022,

taking over from Esben Poulsson, President since

2016 and currently in his third term.

Emanuele Grimaldi, after thanking the Board,

said he was extremely pleased to continue

working in this new position, believing that ICS has

done an extraordinary job over the years under

the guidance of Esben Poulsson and Guy

Platten. ”I will follow in his footsteps on all ICS

projects, including crew changes, seafarers'

vaccinations and GHG emissions reduction in

shipping, counting on the same invaluable

support you received in the years I was Vice

President of ICS” affirmed Grimaldi, CEO of the

Grimaldi Group, also former President of

Confitarma and ECSA (European Community

Ship-owners Associations).

Mario Mattioli, President of Confitarma, after

congratulating with Emanuele Grimaldi for his

appointment said “This new designation makes

me very proud, for the person, for the company
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he represents and also for our Confitarma,

which is confirmed to be the reference point of

national armament worldwide".

It is the first time since 1901 that the Presidency

of the ICS has been assigned to an Italian ship-

owner, representing this an explicit recognition

of Confitarma's work and the role of Italian

shipping worldwide, continued Mattioli.

Despite the long and persistent economic crisis,

Italy is facing the difficulties of maritime markets

with courage and determination, managing to

maintain its important positions in the world

ranking with a technologically advanced fleet

and being present in an international forum

where maritime strategies are developed,

maritime issues are analyzed and faced to

develop a sustainable maritime transport.

The President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce Giuseppe Marino expresses warm

congratulations to Emanuele Grimaldi, valued

Member of the Chamber, for the important

achievement that will contribute strengthening

Italy’s role in the global Maritime Industry.

July Smart Talk

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the guest of the July Smart Talk

will be Marios Loizides, Head of Business Development Global Corporate Banking of Bank of Cyprus, and

also valued Member of the Advisory Board of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce.

The event will be held online on 27th July 2021 at 14:30 ITA / 15:30 CY and will give an overview of the

local economy and banking system. Registration are already opened at the email

address: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it

Emanuele Grimaldi appointed as the first Italian President of 
the International Chamber of Shipping.
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Graphs & Data

Harmonized Index Of Consumer Prices (HICP): May 2021 

On 16th June, 2021 the Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus released the Harmonized Index Of

Consumer Prices (HICP) referred to the month of May 2021. The Annual Rate of Change was 1,5%. The

Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices increased in May by 1,5% when compared to the index of May

2020 while, when compared to the index of April 2021, the HICP increased by 0,4%. For the period

January - May 2021 the HICP recorded an increase of 0,3% compared to the corresponding period of

the previous year.
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Labour Force Survey (LFS): 1st quarter 2021

According to the results of the

Labour Force Survey, the labour

force in the 1st quarter of 2021

amounted to 453.638 persons or

62,2% of the population (males

69,0%, females 55,9%) in

comparison to 449.861 persons

(62,5%) in the corresponding

quarter of 2020,

The employment rate 56,8% (males

62,9%, females 51,2%) in

comparison to 57,9% in the

corresponding quarter of 2020.

The unemployment rate to 8,6% of

the labour force (males 8,8%,

females 8,3%) in comparison to

32.803 persons (7,3%) in the

corresponding quarter of 2020.
Source: Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus,

11 June 2021.
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AGENDA

JULY
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